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INTRODUCTION
Poroelasticity, the mechanics of porous elastic solids with fluid-filled pores, has received attention in the last few decades for its important role in oil recovery, the study of the triggering of earthquakes, liquid waste disposed by underground seepage into pores, and underwater acoustics involving propagation in the water-saturated, porous bottom of the ocean, etc.
In underwater acoustics, a poroelastic seabed model is more realistic than a rigid seabed or an elastic seabed. In each of these three models, the sea bottom and the interface between different layers are usually assumed to be flat. In [2] , acoustic wave propagation in a shallow ocean with a flat poroelastic seabed was studied. Here in contrast, we take into account the geometry of the interface and study its effect on acoustic wave propagation. We will assume the interface between the two poroelastic layers to be very rough. For simplicity, we assume that the interface has a periodic geometry, i.e. the ratio of the amplitude to the "wavelength" is large.
Problems involving rough boundaries or interfaces can usually be analyzed using perturbation methods when the amplitude/wavelength ratio is small. For problems with a large ratio, other methods of analysis are required. For example, the homogenization method used by Kohler, Papanicolaou and Varadhan [3] , or Nevard and Keller [4] . In their works, it is shown that for certain partial differential equations, the problem of the PDE in the region which contains the rough interface can be replaced by another problem of a homogenized PDE in an equivalent flat layer. The basic assumption underlying the method is that the scale length, or "wavelength" ¤ of the roughness is small compared with all other relevant lengths, especially the roughness amplitude.
In this paper, we use a homogenization method, similar to the one mentioned above, to study the time-harmonic acoustic wave propagation in the layer which contains the rough interface. The auxiliary problems and the homogenized equations in this equivalent layer will be derived.
THE CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
The poroelastic equations derived by Biot [5, 6, 7] have long been regarded as standard in solving problems in poroelasticity. However, the validity of these equations has recently been questioned. For this reason, various authors have used homogenization methods to derive anew the governing equations of linear poroelasticity by starting with the detailed micro-structure of the pores. For example, Burridge and Keller [8] , Gilbert and Mikelić [9], Auriault [10] , and Auriault et al. [11] . In these papers, the pores are assumed to have periodic structure, and the linearized equations of elasticity and the linearized Navier-Stokes equations are used to describe the behavior of the solid part and the fluid part, respectively. These works have shown that the newly derived equations coincide with Biot's equations when the dimensionless viscosity of the fluid is small. Furthermore, their works also enable us to perform a complete calculation of the effective parameters in Biot's equations.
Since the pore fluid in the seabed can be regarded as Newtonian and incompressible , we will adapt the equations given by Auriault et al. in [11] . For time harmonic motion is of order one (See Figure 1) . The physical parameters are assumed to be constants above and below the interface and have a jump discontinuity across the interface. In what follows, we adopt the summation convention, Latin subscripts taking the values 1, 2, 3 and Greek subscripts taking the values 1, 2.
is the Kronecker delta tensor and is the unit normal vector of the interface b § s H pointing in the positive C direction. The interface conditions (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) represent continuity of displacement, normal stress, pressure and the total velocity across the interface, respectively.
FORMAL EXPANSIONS AND THE HOMOGE-NIZED EQUATIONS
We introduce a new independent variable , where y ¤ , B
U C
. Using the fact that
In terms of the new variables, (2.5) and (2.6) can be written as
Now we assume that ½ and¯have the following asymptotic expansions for
We also assume that each term in the expansions is Ã -periodic and that the asymptotic forms of the derivatives of ½ and¯are given by term by term differentiation of (3.5) and (3.6), respectively. By equating the terms of the same order in ¤ , we get the following equations:
We now consider equations (3.7), (3.9) and (3.19), which correspond to
By scalar multiplying (3.21) by 9 ¾ · i ¿
, then integrating the product over the periodicity cell Ã (see Figure ?? ) and applying the equations. By using (3.25) and (3.26), (3.12) and (3.14) reduce to 
Substituting (3.27) into (P1), we can see that
We also require Similarly, by applying (3.25) and (3.26) to equations (3.11) and (3.13), we get the following system of equations for
To solve (P2), we introduce a new variable
is an absolute constant matrix such that
By direct calculation, it can be seen that . We thus obtain
where î is the "averaging operator" defined as î ï Û ¡ Ì Í By using (3.17), the first integral in (3.29) can be written as
where Û is the area of Ã ã
. The last equality in (3.30) follows from the coarea formula [1] , which states that 
The fourth integral in (3.29) is equal to
we may further write
Similarly, the last term in (3.29) can be written as
Finally, we substitute (3.30), (3.31), (3.32), (3.33), (3.27) and (3.28) into (3.29). Note that the last term in (3.30) cancels with the last term in (3.32) and (3.33). This yields a new equation
which is the homogenized equation of (2.5).
Similarly, we first apply î to (3.16). Using the divergence theorem on the first and fifth term, we convert the integrals to be boundary integrals of jumps around 
Introducing another set of "effective" parameters, 
This is the homogenized equation of (2.6).
We summarize our discussion as follows. 
Here is as defined in Figure 1 , î the average operator, and the effective parameters are defined in (3.35) to (3.38) and (3.41) to (3.44). Suppose the upper layer is of fine sand and the lower layer is of silty clay. Using the experimental data in [13] and the formulas (58)-(71) in [14] , we list the Lamé coefficients and Darcy tensor of each layer in Table 1 
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